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U’Wine builds tomorrow’s wine world 

In 2021, U’Wine is scaling up. After 5 years of building a solid model, the Bordeaux start-up 
now has a new definition and a solid ambition: to be the first wine ecosystem and to build 
tomorrow’s wine world by focusing on sustainability, long term value creation and delivering 
emotions. 

 
A whole built-in ecosystem 
 
An ecosystem includes its members, respects their identity and is sustainable. Whether they are a 
wine lover, a Grand Cru lover or an asset manager distributing investment offers, everyone is 
considered a member of U’Wine’s ecosystem. At the same time, U’Wine offers all wine lovers a 
complete range of services: buying wine, having it stored, reselling it under protected conditions 
(offers covered by the French Financial Market’s Authority), enjoy a unique experience by visiting 
wine estates, meeting the owners and sharing a bottle with them. U’Wine completes the range of 
services with a digital experience to enjoy on the mobile Application through the Tag that 
constantly shows an updated cellar in real time.  
“For the past 5 years, we have been evolving, growing, and enhancing our model by creating new 
services, new offers and new technologies” explains Thomas Hébrard, founder of U’Wine. 

 
A strong ambition: building tomorrow’s wine world by focusing on sustainability, long term 
value creation and delivering emotions.  
 
Sustainability: with an investment offer combined with a consumption offer, U’Wine enables each 
wine to be purchased as En-Primeur (futures)/allocation at the right time by an investor, and then 
to be drunk by a consumer at its peak, 5 to 10 years later. The protection provided by U’Wine on 
its offers and on purchasing as a negociant brings additional value to the wine world. Each bottle 
is displayed in its Original Wooden Case surrounded by patented cork chips to protect the bottle 
from breaking and temperature variations during transport or storage in the cellar. And finally, the 
U’Wine Tag that is sticked on the bottles makes it easier to manage a cellar and to always know the 
content of the cellar so that the wines can be consumed at the best time. 

 
Long term value creation: the patrimonial cellar offer approved by the French Financial Market’s 
Authority in 2014 has been designed to last. Today it has been approved by private banks, asset 
management advisors and family offices, it has become standard in the wine investment sector. 
With assets under management reaching €24.5 million and a stock of 552,000 bottles, U’Wine 
manages the cellars of more than 1,000 clients. Having an eye for the best wine, U’Wine is now an 
allocatee in more than 200 wineries in France, Italy, South Africa and the United States.    

 
Delivering emotions: with excellence, passion, and innovation, U’Wine offers unique experiences 
and encourages people to come together. To better understand wine, you have to experience it: 
visit the Châteaux, meet the owners and enjoy dinner with them or discover a vintage during a 
tasting at the U’Wine Apartment… In addition to these unique experiences and memories, the 
mobile Application and the connected bottle add a strong digital aspect. Tomorrow’s wine world 
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will not exist without emotions and U’Wine is therefore constantly seeking to offer new interactive 
and digital experiences.  
 
About U’Wine: 
Established in 2010, U’Wine is a unique wine ecosystem offering privileged access to Grands Crus 
wines, and unique experiences. We share the culture of Grands Crus with excellence, passion, and 
innovation, offering wine lovers from all over the world enjoyment and excitement. We guide them 
through the process of creating, building up and successfully managing their wine cellar and offer 
them access to a wine collection made up of the top 1% of the finest terroirs in the world.  
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